The role of the intracarotid amobarbital procedure in predicting verbal memory decline after temporal lobe resection.
The aim of this study was to compare the utility of baseline neuropsychological measures and scores from the intracarotid amobarbital procedure (IAP) in the prediction of postoperative memory decline in temporal lobe epilepsy surgery patients. Logistic regression analyses were used to determine the relation between demographic variables, baseline neuropsychological scores, and scores from the IAP (using mixed verbal and nonverbal stimuli) and postoperative deterioration in verbal learning and verbal recall in 91 patients (48 right, RTL; 43 left, LTL) who had undergone a standard anterior temporal lobe resection for the relief of medically intractable epilepsy and who had been followed up 1 year postoperatively. In the RTL group, the IAP scores were not significant predictors of a postoperative decline in verbal learning or recall. In the LTL group, postoperative decline in verbal learning was associated with good preoperative baseline scores, an older age at the time of surgery, and an unexpected asymmetry on the IAP. Baseline neuropsychological scores and scores from the IAP were associated with a significant postoperative decline in verbal recall in the LTL group. Scores from the IAP using mixed stimuli were not helpful in the prediction of postoperative verbal memory decline in RTL patients. The significance of IAP scores in predicting verbal memory deficits in LTL patients may be task specific.